Second Front Systems’ Atlas Fulcrum innovation platform helps government users discover and engage venture capital (VC)-backed, commercially developed technologies for national security missions.

Specifically designed to access dual-use (commercial and government) technologies, Atlas Fulcrum is the only platform that combines deep understanding of national security mission requirements and U.S. Government customers with VC best practices. Best-of-breed commercial tools enable users to more quickly and easily identify, assess, and access these technologies.

Atlas Fulcrum provides the most complete, up-to-date, and actionable insights about:

» Innovative start-ups and companies beyond the traditional defense industrial base
» The commercial state of the art and the most important emerging standards and trends
» The dynamic, rapidly changing VC-backed commercial innovation ecosystem

Extensive, Tailored Data Resources
» Continually updated database of ~650,000 companies
» Actively pulls from leading commercial databases (including Crunchbase and AngelList) leveraged by the commercial sector, including top VC firms
» Organized into sectors and segmented market landscapes

Advanced Analytics
» Quickly identify, sort, assess, and compare companies based on technology, funding, market, and other variables
» Identify patterns and market trends
» Focus on and prioritize key players
» Access tailored analytic support, reporting, and sophisticated visualizations

Intuitive, User-Friendly Interface
» Easy-to-use, web-based access
» Secure, unclassified IT backbone
» Repeatable, documentable processes
» Facilitates portfolio management and collaboration among geographically dispersed teams
Custom Deliverables

» Market sector analyses of specific technology spaces highlighting subsectors, leading companies, intellectual property, and investment activity

» Domain reports with in-depth analysis of specific technology spaces focused on research and development activity, intellectual property, and the current commercial state of the art

» Individual organization reports looking at a specific company’s technology, market share, leadership team, and fit for given use cases or national security missions

Support

Atlas Fulcrum is delivered as a streamlined, scalable Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solution. Atlas Fulcrum is available for purchase via an established phase III SBIR task order contract sponsored by the Air Force. Each annual subscription includes flexible, responsive, custom support from Second Front’s own cross-trained research team. Support services include:

» Access to VC insights and experience via Second Front’s Venture Council Network

» Facilitating conversations and early engagement with start-ups

» Planning and execution for senior leadership delegations to innovation hubs such as Silicon Valley

» Support for follow-on proof-of-concept pilots and rapid acquisition channels to transition technology to operational use

» Support for innovation events and competitions

About Second Front Systems

Second Front Systems is a public benefit corporation and veteran-owned small business that brings venture-backed technologies to bear on national security missions. Through our deep connections and network in both the public sector and venture communities, we are committed to growing and cultivating the innovative, dual-use technology sector for national security. For more information, visit www.secondfront.com.